
11. (A) What are expressions h JSp ? Explain with
example. g

(B) How properties can be added to a java bear ?

Explain. 5

OR

12. (A) Describd life cycle of JSp 7

(B) What is bean ? Explain bean scope in detail.
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Q)
Us€ suitable data wherever necessary.
Illustrate your answer with the help of neat
sketches wherever necessary.

(A) Explain :-
(i) Domain Narning Service.

(ii) Proxy Servers. 6

(B) Exptain different socket classes provided by
lava- 7

OR

(A) What is meart by network socket ? Give its
overview. 6

(B) Whar is URL ? Write a java program using
LIRL to display properties of some web page.
Assume suitable data. j
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3. (A) What is JDBC ? ExPlain types of Drivers (B) Describe any four medrods of Hltpservlet

Request. 8

(A) What is Jawascript ? What is it used for ?

Describe. 5

(B) Explain the control statements provided by

Jawascrrpt. Give examples. 9

OR

(A) Explain with example any four methods of
Mafi object. 6

(B) How Jawascript utilizes regular expressions ?

Explain wittr example. 8

(A) What is RMI ? Explain with suitable example,

steps needed to build a.n RMI application.8

(B) What are stubs ard skeletons ? Explain. 5

OR

t0. Write a client server RMI application to convert

a given temperature from Falfenheit to celsius

where celsius = 5/9 * (fahrenheit - 32) 13

5

(B) Write a progann in java to insert narnes

stored in an array to database table of MySql

or Oracle, using preparaed statement. Assume

suitable data. Quole about assumed database

and type of driver. 9

OR

(A) Explain with example any tluee methods of
Result Set class. 6

(B) Assume a Mysql or Oracle database table 'marks'

with fields (NAME, ROLLNO, SUB1, SUB2,

.SUB3. TOTAL. PERCENT). Wrire a progarm

to update this table for TOTAL and PERCENT

such tha! TOTAL=SUB l+SUB2+SUB3,
PERCENT = TOTAU3.O 8

(A) what is servlet ? Describe its stucture and

Iifecycle. '7

(B) What are cookies ? Write a servlet which

reads and writes cookies. 6

OR

6. (A) What is GET and POST method ? Comparc

and contrast. 5
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